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Scriveners summoned to the Supreme Court

A

chilly November evening saw the Master lead a party of
Scriveners and friends to the old Middlesex Guildhall,
in Westminster, for a private tour. The Grade II* listed
building opened in 1913 to house the now-long-defunct
Middlesex County Council; in 2009, the brand-new Supreme
Court of the United Kingdom, our highest court of appeal,
moved in, crossing Parliament Square from its previous
incarnation as the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords.
Our tour began in the majestic oak-panelled Courtroom 1,
familiar to many as the site of the recent Miller cases around
Brexit, and continued to Court 2, which provides space to allow
the Court to hear two cases at once. Here, members of the party
took advantage of the opportunity to sit in the advocates’ and
even the justices’ seats, and to grill our tour guide, Tim
Southgate, on the finer points of the court’s procedure, as well
as on its current initiative to complement the building’s
substantial painting collection with new artwork depicting
women.
The building is also the home to the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council. Although made up of the same judges, the
JCPC is technically a separate body, sits in a different part of the
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building – Courtroom 3, the next stop on our tour – and deals with
different cases. The group was fascinated to hear that as well as
hearing appeals from a variety of lesser-known domestic tribunals,
ranging from the Disciplinary Committee of the Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons to the Court of Admiralty of the Cinque Ports,
the JCPC retains final appellate jurisdiction over several
Commonwealth countries and British overseas territories, and even
hears cases from Brunei!
Our tour concluded with a behind-the-scenes look at the
Justices’ Library, a part of the building not normally open to the
public. This grand space, converted from yet another former
courtroom, and with a glorious fan-vaulted ceiling, houses a
working collection regularly used by judges and their assistants. The
Scriveners were proud to find on the justices’ shelves a copy of
Brooke’s Notary, the handbook of notarial practice edited by our very
own PM Nigel Ready.
After taking our leave, the company retired to the Westminster
Arms, a nearby characterful hostelry, complete with its own
division bell. A very informative evening which was enjoyed by all.

Jake Humbles Scrivener Notary trainee 
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and Christopher Hayward during their year in office. We also of
course look forward to supporting the newly installed Lord
Mayor William Russell and by the time this newsletter is
published many of you will have met the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress at our Mansion House Quill Pen Lunch. Jo-Anna and I
were pleased to share in the events to mark the end of the
successful Mayoralty of Peter and Lindy Estlin which included a
dinner in the Mansion House when the then Lord Mayor was
rescued in the nick of time from the clutches of an evil villain and
his scantly clad accomplice by the timely arrival of a certain Mr
James Bond, as well as a grand finale at Guildhall where the Lord
Mayor performed a most memorable version of Queen’s Bohemian
Rhapsody accompanied by several former Lord Mayors on the
electric guitar and a future Lord Mayor on the triangle!
I was honoured to represent the Company both at the annual
planting of our cross at the Royal British Legion’s Garden of
Remembrance at St Paul’s Cathedral and at the City
Remembrance Service on the following Sunday, during both
occasions the welfare of—and thanks we owe to—the military,
and particularly to our own service affiliations, were very much at
the forefront of my mind and prayers.
As well as representing the Company in the City it has been a
busy time professionally assisting clients with their overseas
documentary requirements arising from Brexit contingency
planning. I am writing this article en route to Jakarta where I am
attending the Union of International Notaries Congress on behalf
of the scrivener notaries. It promises to be a fascinating
experience.
I was very pleased that our Court recently approved the
formation of a new Events Sub-Committee (see page 4) and I look
forward to seeing what they have in store for us! Our October
Court meeting saw the perhaps unprecedented admission of four
new Court Assistants and particular thanks are due to the
Immediate Past Master David Philip as well as Assistants Margaret
Hill and John Toth for all their work in the conversion of our
Sexcentenary Charity Fund to a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation. We are just now awaiting final sign-off by the
Charity Commission.
I look forward to seeing many of you at our annual Carol
Service on 17th December. My grateful thanks for all your
support throughout the year and the Master and Mistress send our
very best wishes to all Scriveners for a safe, happy and prosperous
2020.

From the pen of the
Master

The Master, sporting a pair of Scriveners’ socks, was the first participant
to abseil down the Barclays’ building in Canary Wharf in aid of the Lord
Mayor’s Appeal in July. He had pledged his support in front of the Lord
Mayor at the Spring Dinner, so was duty bound to make the 156-metre
descent. The lengths—and the heights—to which Masters go for charity!

I

cannot believe we are nearly at the end of another year and
looking back over a busy 2019 I have been privileged to
represent the Company at a wide range of City events, often
accompanied by our Clerk Giles who has been carrying out the
annual round of traditional livery events with his customary
aplomb for the last time as our most learned Clerk. I look forward
to seeing many of you on HQS Wellington on 23rd January when
we will be celebrating Giles’s distinguished tenure as Clerk and
wishing him well for the next exciting chapter in his life; being a
distinguished Scrivener and Past Master in his own right we of
course look forward to Giles’s continued close involvement in the
Company for many years to come.
The highlight of the last few months was our Autumn dinner at
Barber-Surgeons’ Hall with Lady (Tessa) Brewer as our principal
guest. I really was delighted that Lady Brewer was with us as both
she and her husband, former Lord Mayor Sir David Brewer, have
very close connections with Giles. To mark the fact it was Giles’s
last dinner as Clerk we had a special toast to him at the end to
which he wonderfully replied with typical modesty, sincerity and
theatrical good humour.
Other highlights of recent months have included attending a
special Evensong at St Paul’s, afterwards meeting the young
chorister whom we support and hearing all about his busy
academic and musical life at St Paul’s Cathedral School. I also
recently had a very enjoyable lunch at the City of London School in
the company of the student we support there, who is in his first
term in the sixth form, has completed his University entrance
choices and is working astonishingly hard towards his A levels.
September marked the changeover of City Sheriffs; Vincent
Keaveny and Liz Green were outstanding during their year in
office, both were very supportive of our Company and I know
they have very fond memories of our Quill Pen Reception. We
look forward to supporting the current Sheriffs Michael Mainelli

Edward Gardiner Master, July 2018-January 2020 

The Master in more congenial surroundings and the excellent
company of Lady Brewer OBE at the Autumn Dinner, the Company
Salt featuring in the foreground. The Salt is always placed before
the Master at dinners, in deference to the old tradition of sitting
‘above’ or ‘below’ the salt. Mere liverymen, know your place!
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Train mail
On 11 September, the Immediate Past Master
David Philip led a group of Scriveners on a visit
to the Postal Museum at Mount Pleasant,
London NW1. This proved to be a fascinating
journey through centuries of postal communication history, the main attraction being the
underground train ride. But if that sounds
somewhat underwhelming in a city the size of
London, with a plethora of underground railway
lines snaking out to the furthest reaches, this is
a railway with a difference—mainly its reduced
size (each cabin just about fits four people at a
squeeze) and the fact that it was specially
constructed a hundred years ago for the
efficient and speedy delivery of mail from
Mount Pleasant to other sorting offices, the
capital’s roads being so congested with traffic.
Letters and parcels were on the move 22 hours
a day in the railway’s heyday in the 1930s.
But a fifteen-minute ride on a miniature
train is still not quite enough to tempt visitors
in their droves, so the walls of several stations
along the route have now become projection
screens where the evolution of the Royal Mail is
vividly described decade by decade at each
stop. This, along with all the other artefacts and
information contained in the museum, made
for a very absorbing afternoon. The visit was
then rounded off in splendid style with an early
supper in a nearby pub. 

Memorial Service

Antti Samuli Matikkala MA, PhD (Cantab)
Liveryman
Born 13 November 1979; died 14 January 2019
A memorial service is being held on Sunday 12 January
2020 in the chapel at Trinity College, Cambridge at
2.30pm. This is close to the anniversary of his death
and his family will be attending. All Scrivener friends
are most welcome to join them to remember Antti.

Obituary
Rodney George Stubblefield
Liveryman
Born 10 October 1937; died 7 October 2019
Andrew Hill writes: I knew Rodney well when we both practised as solicitors in the Holborn area and we were fellow
members of the Holborn Law Society and indeed both Presidents of it. I introduced him to the Company, and he was
quite a regular attender for a while. He was for many years a
partner (and indeed senior partner) in Gamlens, who were in
Stone Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn. He was a busy and hard working practitioner and well liked by his clients. A gregarious man
and a generous host—particularly at the RAC, where he played
squash for many years. He was an enthusiastic rugby supporter, and a regular at Twickenham, and he went to the World
Cup in Australia when England won.
Latterly he was much less in circulation due to the declining
health of his wife, who died two years ago. He had had cancer
some 20 years ago, and recovered well but sadly it came back
only this year and he declined rapidly, taking many of his
friends by surprise. There was a big turnout at his funeral a
few weeks ago. 
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The Autumn Dinner at Barber-Surgeons’ Hall

The top table line-up of Officers and Company guests: from left to right, the Notarial Deputy, Andrew Claudet; the Renter Warden, Prof Mark WatsonGandy; the CO of 329 (Finsbury) Squadron ATC, Flt Lt Cydonie De-Gale; the OC, LXX Squadron, RAF Brize Norton, Wg Cdr Lee Roberts; the Master
Spectacle Maker, Huntly Taylor; the Master Painter-Stainer, Julian Briant; the principal guest, Lady Brewer OBE; the Master; the Master Plaisterer,
Alderman Alison Gowman; the Master Mariner, Capt Jim Barclay; the Mistress Scrivener; the Upper Warden, Barry Theobald-Hicks of Danbury; the
Hon Chaplain, Reverend Steven Brookes. See page 7 for further photographs. Photography: Marcus Jamieson-Pond

A

utumn, as we all know from Keats, is “the season of mists and mellow fruitfulness” and these words could perhaps

have been in your Clerk’s mind as he officiated at his last Livery Dinner. A little mistiness in the eyes perhaps, and
certainly a sense of mellow fruitfulness, having reached a certain ripe maturity of years and having completed nine
years in the office of Clerk. By permission of the Master, he extended the little running gag that is the Clerk’s customary
response to the Master’s final Toast: instead of simply declaiming the allocution “Master, Wardens et cetera” followed by the
words “thank you” before promptly regaining his seat, he took the opportunity to express his thanks to the Company,
especially the Masters under whom he has served, six of whom were present, and to all present as representatives of the
fellowship that is the livery movement.
But this report is starting at the end. That was how the dinner concluded. Prior to that the Master had presided over a
magnificent assemblage of guests from the most senior to the most junior members of the Company and a prime selection of
Company guests as shown in the photograph above. Pride of place was given to Lady Brewer OBE, who gave a model afterdinner speech, encompassing as it did the charitable work of the City, in particular the Sheriffs’ and Recorder’s Fund, of
which she is chairman, the Pan-Livery initiative, and a wonderful story about a visit as Lady Mayoress to a the Far East,
where she was received by the wife of the ruler in a palace bursting with incredible luxuries, including six-month old white
Siberian tiger cubs. The lady was virtually imprisoned by extravagance and had little to do but show it off to visiting VIPs. 

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS

And a new Scriveners Committee is born as
well...

New Liveryman Bettina Sieglinde
Wimmer gave birth to a daughter,
Ada, just before 10am on 22 October. For those who are interested in
these things, she weighed in at 9
pounds 11 ounces. On hearing the
news the Clerk immediately
reminded Bettina that Ada would
qualify to join the Scriveners by
Patrimony in a couple of decades or
so, which wasn’t the first thing on Bettina’s mind, but she
appreciated the sense of forward planning. Flowers and
congratulations were also offered on behalf of the Company.
Bettina was ‘cloathed in the gown of the Livery’ (as the
Beadle says on these occasions) at the Court Meeting on 30
January this year. Editor’s note: is this the first time a new-born
baby has featured in The Scrivener? 

Over recent years the Charity Committee has found itself,
amongst its other charitable concerns, engaged in the process of proposing, agreeing and arranging events for the
Company. This has been a natural progression since we
began using our events as a means of topping up our donations to the Sexcentenary Charity Fund by adding a few
pounds to the cost of attending some of the less formal
functions. This took up more and more of the focus of the
committee, to such an extent that Bill Kennair, the former
chairman of the Charity Committee, often used to remark
that it had almost become the ‘Events Committee’.
The Court has now agreed and we have formed a dedicated Events & Fundraising Committee which, like the
Charity Committee, is a sub-committee of the Committee
of Privileges. The Charity Committee now concentrates
solely on its original business, namely the administration
of the Sexcentenary Charity Fund. Cont on back page...
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Matters ecclesiastical and military

The Upper Warden, Barry Theobald-Hicks of Danbury, somehow
managed to ‘photo-bomb’ this distinguished ecclesiastical gathering
at Lambeth Palace on 4 November, when Papal Nuncio His Excellency Archbishop Edward Adams (second left), the Apostolic Nuncio
to the Court of St. James, was guest of honour at a Dinner in the
Palace Guard Room, hosted by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Most Reverend and Right Honourable Justin Welby. The Reverend
Monsignor Vincent Brady (far right) was also among the guests. It’s
reassuring to see that Scriveners move in the most elevated circles.
And ‘subject to election’, Barry himself will be elevated to the position of Master Scrivener in July 2020, following the IPM David
Philip, who is being reinstalled at the Court Meeting in January for
the remaining six months of the Scriveners’ year. 

Our chorister meets
the Master (again)
We currently support Jacob Petrovic in his tuition
at the St Paul’s Cathedral School and the Master
was delighted to make his acquaintance again at the
annual Reception for Livery Companies at St
Paul’s. Apart from singing he is also studying piano
and violin and is making excellent academic progress too. We continue to wish him well. 
_______________________________________

Banging the drum
The Master and Clerk are invited annually to the
Summer Drinks Party of London Scottish, more
formally known as ‘A’ Company, the London Regiment, where those present are treated to a grand
display of the marching band, the Pipes and
Drums, fully kitted out in the distinctive Hodden
Grey. It is a sight to behold (and a sound to relish)
and it quite stirs the blood.
We are hoping to
further strengthen
our ties with the
regiment in the
coming months,
thereby completing
the process begun by
David Rankin-Hunt
(former Regimental
Colonel) and Warren Foot, a Trustee
of the Regimental
Trusts, also both
Scriveners. 

Master Scrivener Jack Ellis
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Notarial notes

New Freemen
The Master, Wardens and Court of Assistants are delighted
to welcome the following:

Capt. Julian Anthony von Nehammer (18.7.19)
The Black Watch, 3rd Battalion, Royal Regiment of Scotland

Sophie Elizabeth Kristiaana Nehammer (18.7.19)
Solicitor, Clyde & Co.

Dr. David William Cottam (14.10.19)
Chartered Patent Attorney

Following an impressive set of examination results from prospective Scrivener notaries in July, the Notarial Committee is
currently engaged in setting the Company’s notarial examinations
for January, for which there are four candidates.
I am pleased to report that the Company has once again been
approached by the Hong Kong Society of Notaries to discuss the
possibility of running an online course in Continuing Professional
Development for qualified Hong Kong notaries.
Speaking of CPD (or CPE in the case of English notaries –
“continuing professional education”), the Notarial Committee is
currently planning the next Wilfrid Philips notarial lecture, and in
this connection it is hoped that we can build upon our newlyforged relationship with the Italian Consigliato Nazionale del
Notariato. Watch this space!
The Master, along with Past Master Nigel Ready, is, as I write,
representing the notarial profession at the 29th UINL International
Congress of Notaries which is taking place in Jakarta, Indonesia.
This is an important opportunity for notaries from all around the
world to meet and discuss matters of common concern, and I am
delighted that my notarial colleagues are playing such a key role at
this international meeting.
I must conclude these notes by expressing my sincere gratitude
on behalf of the Notarial Committee to our Clerk, Giles Cole,
who is stepping down in the New Year. His dedication to the
Company has been unwavering, his contribution immeasurable
and we wish him well in his retirement – although I know that we
will be seeing a good deal more of him in the future! 
Andrew Claudet Notarial Deputy & Chairman, Notarial Committee
_______________________________________________

A message from the Clerk

Emily Jade Smith (30.10.19)

One of the great advantages of having served as Master and then
Clerk, both of which have been a huge privilege, is that on retirement from the latter, I can still remain a Past Master and very
much in touch with the Company that I have known since becoming a Liveryman during Hugo Trotter’s Mastership in 1972. I look
forward to saying an official au revoir on 23 January and hope to
see many of you there at what will, I’m sure, be a grand party! 

Scrivener Notary

New Court Assistants

New Apprentice

Peter John Pursglove SC
Laurence Target
Stephen James Borton
Ryan Edward Ronald Moody (all 30.10.19)

Alexander James Carver Plowman (18.7.19 )
was bound Apprentice to his father,
Liveryman Stephen James Fitzherbert Plowman
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AI and Tech

more flexibility as a result.
Uncertainties abound, but as technology means
some tampering and bias could be facilitated and in effect
have even more damaging consequences through connected
systems, there may also be new opportunities for the role
of notaries. The notary’s status as a reliable, independent and
trustworthy public officer cannot be overstated. Opportunities should not be missed for lack of familiarity with
the current state of technology. 

in Notarial Services
The use of new technology in legal services generally, and
notarial services in particular, is increasingly becoming
a subject practitioners are obliged to be aware of, both for
the best interests of their clients and the development of the
profession. Government strategy in rolling out ‘digital by
default’ services combined with recent sweeping reforms to
the UK justice system indicate that perhaps longanticipated changes are now at the point of implementation.
The Law Commission reported in September on their
consultation regarding the Electronic execution of documents. This followed a comprehensive and detailed
response by the Technology Sub-Committee of the Society
of Scrivener Notaries and many others. Aside from a useful
summary document with a statement of the law, to be
found at https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/electronic
-execution-of-documents/, recommendations include an
industry working group to consider practical issues
associated with electronic execution and video witnessing
for deeds.
The cross-border efficacy of documents created or
authenticated electronically can be debated. A
recent lecture accredited by the Faculty Office sought to
cover recent developments, also looking at specific challenges posed by day-to-day ‘technology’ – such as whether
a statutory declaration could be taken by video over the
internet – with reference to the Law Commission report and responses thereto, Notarial Practice Rules
and other guidance notes. The ground is shifting. Analysis
of the practice by notaries in other jurisdictions such as
France, Estonia and the USA gave some indication of the
ways in which notaries have been affected by institutions
where increased use of technology has been embraced,
more or less, to a degree.
Given notaries will perhaps be dealing with demanding
commercial clients heavily invested in emerging automating
technologies, it is advantageous to be aware of them. Intelligent systems go beyond workflow/case management
systems to analysing thousands of documents almost
instantly, and identifying document type (contract, statutory declaration etc), identifying duplications or similar
documents, and the type and variety of languages
involved. Meanwhile ‘smart contracts’, ‘blockchain encryption’ and AI or algorithmic discretion/decision-making are
areas where working knowledge can be beneficial. Indeed,
the application to the notary’s own office is not to be overlooked. Translation software and case management systems
have potential advantages and pitfalls.
Private clients may not have the same perspective
but will be equally demanding. They will expect their
notary to grasp what can and cannot be accepted as these
technologies become more widespread and accessible. Electronic means of identification are wellestablished in other fields and therefore the need to be
physically present could be challenged by clients expecting

Cari Hyde-Vaamonde

Solicitor-advocate (currently non-practising), conducting an ESRC-funded project
on the use of AI algorithms for decision-making in the justice system.

——————————————————————

The Autumn Dinner in full flow

The Upper Warden is amused by the former Hon Chaplain, the Very Revd Dr Philip
Buckler—or is it the other way around? Below: the pupil we support at City of
London School experiencing his first Livery Dinner in the company of the current
Hon Chaplain, Revd Steven Brookes; and Court Assistant John Hammond aghast at
what PM Michael Lovegrove, the most recent Hon Chaplain, sees in the Loving Cup.
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Dates for the diary
Tuesday 17 December:
Annual Carol Service, St Martin-withinLudgate, followed by the Christmas Reception,
6.00pm.
Thursday 23 January 2020:
Clerk’s Retirement Party, HQS Wellington, 6.30
-8.30pm. Food, drink, music, magic (what more
could you want…)
Tuesday 25 February:
Quill Pen Reception for the Sheriffs, Old
Bailey, 5.15-6.45pm.
Friday 27 March:
United Guilds Service at St Paul’s, 11.00am,
followed by lunch at Apothecaries’ Hall.
Tuesday 21 April:
Spring Dinner, Armourers’ and Brasiers’ Hall,
6.30 for 7.15pm.
Thursday eve 28-Saturday 30 May:
Master’s Weekend at Bletchley Park: ‘The
Secret War’. More details soon.
Wednesday 24 June:
Election of Sheriffs followed by lunch at Tallow
Chandlers’ Hall, 11.30am-3.30pm.
Sunday 5 July:
Scriveners’ Summer Service and Pensioner
Parade, Royal Hospital Chelsea, followed by
lunch with the Hon Chaplain, 10.30-2.30pm.
Wednesday 22 July:
Election Court, installation of new Master &
Wardens and Summer Reception 5.15-9.00pm.
Please note that new events will be added
throughout the course of the year. Do check the
Events page at www.scriveners.org.uk.

A new committee is born
cont. from p.4
In case this sounds like a load of old ‘politspeak’ it might be
worthwhile explaining the structure of the Company’s
committees. (For those of a sensitive and easily distracted
temperament, please turn to another page now.)
The governing body of the Company is the Court of Assistants, which approves or otherwise all the business of the
Company. The Court sits at the top of the tree, headed by the
Master and Wardens, with the Notarial Deputy representing
the professional side of the Company. Below the Court is the
Privileges Committee, which is responsible for overseeing the
Company’s finances and general administration, making
recommendations, as it sees fit, to the Court. Privileges (or
Privs for short) has the power to appoint and constitute subcommittees to help it carry it out its task of advising the
Court on charitable grants, annual accounts, investments etc.
So, below Privs we now have, of equal status, the Charity
Committee and the Events & Fundraising Committee. They
both report to Privs. Alongside Privs we have the Notarial
Committee, which is solely responsible for all matters relating
to the scrivener notary profession. Like Privs, it reports direct
to the Court.
There is also provision for a Professional Conduct Committee, which operates on an ad hoc basis and is convened if there
is a professional complaint against a scrivener notary. Finally,
the Selection Committee exists to assess applicants for membership, especially those who do not already have two
sponsors within the Company. The Selection Committee
reports direct to the Court, but in practice often via Privs in
order to gain initial approval, or not, of an applicant.
The members of the current Committees are detailed at
the back of the Livery List. A major benefit of the new E & F
Committee is that it is deliberately not ‘top heavy’ with the
most senior members: it is chaired by the Upper Warden but
all other members are from the livery. This helps to offset the
fact that our Standing Orders require Privs to be comprised of
Master, Wardens, Past Masters, Notarial Deputy and Court
Assistants only. Do we sniff a little more democracy in
action? No, let’s call it more ‘natural progression’. 
____________________________________________

Little known Scrivener facts
 According to the new history of The Honourable The Irish
Society and the Plantation of Ulster 1608-2000 by James Stevens
Curl, kindly donated to the Company by Court Assistant
Margaret Hill, the Scriveners were the most junior in
precedence of the group of seven companies led by the
Ironmongers, but contributed the second highest amount
(£570) to the cause after the Ironmongers’ own contribution
of £2,230. The name of the group’s major settlement was
Agivey. May be a play on words there…
 We have many intrepid travellers among our number,
including Liverymen Win and Chris Eyles, seen (left) getting
to know the locals in Madagascar recently. Amongst many
other distinctions, Win is the calligrapher responsible for the
place cards at our dinners. Steady with the pen hand there...
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